Let φ : F → F be an endomorphism of a finitely generated free group, and let H be a finite-index subgroup of F that is invariant under φ. The nonzero eigenvalues of φ are contained in the eigenvalues of φ restricted to H.
Theorem 1. Let φ : F → F be an endomorphism of a finitely generated free group, and let H be a finite-index subgroup of F that is invariant under φ. Then Λ(φ) ⊂ Λ(φ| H ).
Remark 2.
(1) Theorem 1 answers a question attributed to A. Casson in [1] (F33): If φ is an automorphism of a finitely generated free group, does there exist a finite-index φ-invariant subgroup H such that every eigenvalue of φ| H is a root of unity? 1 A negative answer is provided by any automorphism φ possessing an eigenvalue that is not a root of unity. In particular, one can consider the automorphism φ of F = a, b | mapping a → b and b → ab 2 . Its eigenvalues are 1 ± √ 2. By Theorem 1, they are eigenvalues of the restriction φ| H , for any finite-index φ-invariant subgroup H ≤ F . We return to this example at the conclusion of the paper.
(2) By results of R. Bowen [3] , the eigenvalues of φ| H are bounded by the growth rate of φ. If φ : F → F is an endomorphism of a finitely generated group (not necessarily free), then its growth rate is defined to be
where {x i } is a finite set of generators for F and || · || is the word metric on F (that is, ||y|| is the minimum number of occurrences of x ±1 i in any word describing y). Bowen showed that GR(φ) is finite and independent of the generator set. The well-known relevant facts are repeated here for the reader's convenience.
• If φ i : F i → F i , i = 1, 2 are endomorphisms of finitely generated groups such that φ 1 h = hφ 2 for some epimorphism h :
In particular, GR(φ) ≥ GR(φ ab ) for any endomorphism φ.
• The growth rate of an endomorphism of a finitely generated free abelian group is the maximum of the moduli of its eigenvalues.
• If φ is any endomorphism of a finitely generated group and H is a φ-invariant subgroup of finite index, then GR(φ| H ) = GR(φ).
We prove Theorem 1.
Proof. We first consider the case that φ is injective. Let
and
be the algebraic mapping tori of φ and φ| H , respectively. Since φ is injective, each is presented as an ascending HNN decomposition (see [6] , for example). Elements of M (φ| H ) have the form hx i , where h ∈ H and i ∈ Z. By Britton's Lemma, such an element is trivial if and only if h = 1 and i = 0. Consequently, the inclusion map H ֒→ F and assignment x → x induces a natural embedding
. To see this, express F as the union of disjoint cosets
Let X M (φ) be a standard 2-dimensional cell complex with π 1 X ∼ = M (φ), corresponding to the presentation (1). Consider the commutative diagram of covering space maps:
The homology group H 1 (X F ; C) is a finitely generated module over C[t, t −1 ]. Its module order is ∆(t) = det(tI − φ ab ⊗ 1). Similarly, H 1 (X H ; C) has module order∆(t) = det(tI −(φ| H ) ab ⊗1). Both ∆ and∆ can be readily computed from the presentations (1) and (2) using Fox calculus (see [9] , for example). Each is well defined up to the units of C[t, t −1 ], monomials with nonzero complex coefficients.
The covers X F and X H acquire cell complex structures from X. The transfer homomorphism τ : H 1 (X F ; C) → H 1 (X H ; C) is a module monomorphism (see [4] ). Since H 1 (X F ; C) embeds as a submodule of H 1 (X H ; C), the order ∆ divides∆ (see [7] ). Since the nonzero roots of ∆ (resp.∆) are the eigenvalues of φ (resp. φ| H ), we have Λ(φ) ⊂ Λ(φ| H ).
For general endomorphisms, we adapt an approach of I. Kapovich [5] . Consider the nested sequence
As in [5] , [8] , there exists an integer k > 0 such that ker φ k = ker φ n whenever n ≥ k. Let K = ker φ k , called here the eventual kernel of φ. There is an induced injectionφ : F/K → F/K. The group F/K is isomorphic to φ k (F ), and hence free and of finite rank. It is shown in [5] that φ andφ have isomorphic mapping tori, a fact that we do not use here. We will want the following lemma, proved at the end.
Lemma 3. Λ(φ) = Λ(φ).
Since ker (φ| H ) i = ker φ i ∩ H for each i > 0, the eventual kernel of φ| H is H ∩ K, and
The proof for injective φ together with Lemma 3 yield
We prove Lemma 3.
Proof. The natural short exact sequence
splits since F/K is free. Then F is a semidirect product K ⋊ θ F/K, where θ : F/K → Aut K, y → θ y , is a free group action. More explicitly, F is isomorphic to the free product of K and F/K modulo the relations yuy −1 = θ y (u), where y ∈ F/K and u ∈ K. The abelianization F ab is isomorphic to K ab /M × (F/K) ab , where M is the subgroup generated by the elements
Here θ ab y is the automorphism of K ab induced by θ y , and [u] is an arbitrary element of K ab .
Since
We have shown that M is invariant under φ ab . Hence φ ab induces a homomorphism of K ab /M . The linear map φ ab : K ab → K ab has a matrix representation of the form A 0 * B ,
where A representsφ ab and B represents φ ab restricted to K ab /M . Since B is clearly nilpotent, the sets of nonzero eigenvalues ofφ and φ are equal. Here Λ(φ) = {1 + √ 2, 1 − √ 2}. The subgroup H < F generated by a 2 , b 2 , ab has index equal to 2 and is φ-invariant. Hence Λ(φ) = {1 + √ 2, 1 − √ 2, −1}.
